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Discover Our Showroom
35 Cedar Pointe Drive, Suite 33, Barrie, ON

705.726.9861 // www.designersplus.ca

DESIGN • RENOVATION • CABINETRY • FURNISHINGS

Imagine leaving your 
home in perfect 

condition and head for a 
long weekend getaway. 

when you return, 
nothing is the same. The 
house has fl ooded and 

everything is a write-off. 
keith and Pat keindel 
experienced this exact 
disaster last August.

When the water inlet to the 
toilet tank burst, the entire house 
fl ooded in less than 48 hours. This 
left the Keindel family with only 
two options – sell the house as is 
or renovate everything.

Since the view from the house 
is absolutely spectacular, walk-
ing away from this property was 
the tougher choice. Around that 
same time, Pat met Catherine 
Staples, principal interior designer 
of Staples Design Group in Bar-
rie. “Right a way we realized just 
how similar our tastes were,” said 
Pat. And that’s when the Keindels 
decided they would have Staples 
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help them love their home again.
What happened to the Keindels was cata-

strophic, said Staples. Most of the house was 
basically gone. They lost many items that, un-
fortunately, time cannot bring back. Some of 
these items included their daughter’s baby pic-
tures from 30 years ago, as well as china and 
crystals collected by Pat’s grandmother more 
than 100 years ago. “It all smashed when the 
cabinet collapsed,” said Pat.

Since the house had to basically be taken 
down to plywood, Staples decided to transform 
the main floor from a closed off, outdated de-
sign to a completely open-concept layout. This 
made the main floor the perfect contemporary 
space for entertaining.

The varied ceiling heights not only add ar-
chitectural interest throughout the space, but 
also help break up areas within the main floor 
to make it feel cozy.

“The transformation is staggering,” said Pat, 
who was almost in tears at first sight of her new 
home.

Pat and Keith wanted to add their personal 
touch to the theme of the house. Because they 
both love wildlife, they added paintings of wild 
animals around the main floor. Staples used this 
theme through fabric choices for accent furni-
ture, such as the two animal print chairs at the 
dining table ends. The print is seen again on 
the reupholstered vintage chaise lounge in the 

Before

living room.
Staples is known for her choice of neutral 

colours throughout her designs. This allows her 
to keep the space calm but also very elegant. 
She mixes some modern simplicity with a touch 
of classic to bring true richness into the Kein-
dels’ home.

She converted the Rumford stone fireplace 
into a much more modern focal point. When 
you enter this gorgeous residence, the fireplace 
is the first thing you see. This once wood fire-
place has been converted to gas but not cleaned 
from the inside, to keep an authentic wood fire-
place look.  

To enhance the living room, some luxury 
upgrades were included. The television is 
electronically covered with a large Carl Bren-
der’s polar bear painting. The speakers are also 
hidden behind the lamps in the room. These 
upgraded features were added to help quickly 
convert a family TV room into an elegant living 
space when entertaining guests.

But that’s not it for sophistication. To add after

after
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more richness to the area, a couple throw pil-
lows were made from vintage genuine mink 
fur coats. Pat loved how this idea ties back to 
the wildlife theme. She decided to add more 
of these pillows in the master bedroom that’s 
located on the main floor. In addition, the walk-
in closet, positioned under the stairway, was 
completed with a custom storage system in a 
chocolate pear colour and installed by Califor-
nia Closets.

Their master bedroom’s ensuite is a true sanc-
tuary. With a distant but unobstructed view of 
Georgian Bay and the Blue Mountains, time can 
easily pass while soaking in the bathtub. The 
steam shower in the ensuite bathroom is also 
large enough for two.

The transformation, however, didn’t just 
include the floor layout and its upgrades. The 
Keindels decided to restore many pieces of fur-
niture that were impacted by the flood, in addi-
tion to some new items they had to purchase.

Since the furniture was of great quality to 
begin with, restoring it instead of buying all 
new saved the family quite a bit of money, said 
Staples. But more importantly, it allowed them 
to keep furniture that was special to them since 
the 1970s.

Pat and Keith travelled to many regions of the 
world for work. They lived in the Far East for 
some time. “There we developed a passion for 
Asian antiques,” said Pat. Today their home is 
filled with some stunning pieces that are thou-
sands of years old. Many of these pieces also 
had to be repainted by hand. The two antique 
Chinese wooden chairs alone took Conda Res-
torations six months to complete.

Pat was glad she could continue to cherish 
her antiques after Conda’s great work. Appre-
ciating the richness in the Asian art, Staples 
decided to incorporate the Asian theme, along 
with the wildlife, throughout the house.

The cherry blossom patterns on the fabric 
chosen for the kitchen’s high chairs give an 
Asian vibe that connects the kitchen to the sub-
tle Oriental theme found throughout the rest of 
the main floor.

The entire kitchen is brand new. Elegant 
white maple cabinets, from Kitchen Art in Bar-
rie, mixed with an espresso coloured wood 
stove hood, replaced the old water-damaged 
cabinets. This is all complemented with rich 
Cambria quartz countertops.

And in order to not obstruct the fabulous 
outdoor views spotted from the kitchen, Staples 
installed Hunter Douglas’ Silhouette window 
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after after
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shadings. They bring in just enough sunlight without hiding the outdoors. 
These stunning blinds are all managed by remote control.

Similar to the main floor, the second level was also completely reno-
vated. The same espresso hard wood floorings used on the main level 
replaced the water damaged flooring of the second level. To complement 
this, the exposed wood beams on the ceiling were also stained in espresso. 
This adds elegance to the space while keeping a slight country feel to the 
house.

Fresh coats of paint make the second floor feel calm and inviting. One 
of the colours repeatedly seen throughout the house is a spa-like sea blue 
shade. “I find it to be a very soothing,” said Staples. It’s used as an accent 
colour with the neutrals on the main floor as well as the second.
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On the upper floor’s foyer, Staples included 

an interesting seating area, made up of the Kein-

dels’ restored vintage furniture. A couple wing-

back chairs were reupholstered with the trendy 

clove leaf design. She also added a trendy Hi Ho 

Cheerio chair. It’s a wooden chair with unique 

honeycomb circle carvings to the sides and the 

back. The light look of this chair helps break up 

bulkiness in the space. 

Down in the basement, the in-home gym is 

located. With mirrored glass closet doors and a 

TV, this space is perfect for working out. And 

the steam shower in the basement’s bathroom is 

great for cooling off.

Despite how beautiful the house looks now, 

the project was extensive. There was more than 

5,000 square feet of damage. “Since this has 

happened to us, everyone in our community 

has paid more attention to their water system,” 

said Pat. Water regulators are being installed in 

newer homes in the area to ensure that water 

pressure doesn’t go above 85 psi.

Of course, Pat and Keith have taken their 

own precautions as well. They added a water 

shutoff feature to their home alarm. “So when 

we leave the house, the water is automatically 

turned off as soon as the house alarm is acti-

vated,” said Pat. Staples’ contractors have also 

mould-proofed the entire house, to make sure it 

never found its way in this gorgeous home.

“It’s shocking what water can do in a very 

short period of time, it was just 48 hours,” said 

Pat. She describes what they’ve been through as 

a traumatic experience. “Unless you go through 

it, you have no idea what it’s like,” she added.

Now Pat and Keith are excited to get back in 

their home and catch up on some sleep they’ve 

been missing for months. Their new home will 

allow them to do exactly that.

“They really deserve to have a beautiful 

home,” said Staples. 

Before

After photos on previous page

This once wood fireplace has 
been converted to gas but 
not cleaned from the inside, 
to keep an authentic wood 
fireplace look.  
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